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Four Little Blessings

E-PUB ? Four Little Blessings ?
Weplayit.co
A Cute RomanceThis a cute romance about overcoming insecurities to find love.I loved the
storyline and the amazing characters.This book is recommended for those who love
Christian romance This was a feel good heart warming book I very much enjoyed the
characters for the most part and the book will put a smile on your face as you read
HOWEVER, this book could have honestly been cut in half While the book will make you
smile and want to keep reading because its good, it will also make you roll your eyes a lot
and want to keep reading to get the book over with The book can be cut in half because the
synopsis you read on the back of the book literally sums up the entire book Remember that
synopsis because those exact thoughts of the characters will be in literally every single
page or every other page I got so tired of them thinking the same two or three thoughts and
reading it at least a hundred times for each character We get it about the age difference and
the desire This book was literally redundant and filled with unnecessary tension and they
got together like the last 5 or 10 pages Its cute at first reading about them playing and
hanging out with the 7,5,3 and 1 year old BUT to read that for 310 pages play time and the
redundant thoughts needed to be OVER I have two other christian romance books to read, I
hope they will be different otherwise I am pretty sure, i m done with these types of books Its
rated less than PG and its quite unrealistic to be honest BUT again, its heartfelt and a feel
good book if you want to calm down after reading a bunch of exciting books and you have

the time. E-PUB ? Four Little Blessings ? Make That Five BlessingsThe Four Little
Noisemakers Who D Moved Next Door To Wade Dalton Came With A Bonus Their
Beautiful Aunt Raising The Children Herself Due To Some Tough Circumstances, Cassie
Rankin Impressed Wade With Her Selflessness And Her Beauty But She Was Also At Least
A Dozen Years His Junior She Was Too Young For Him, Wasn T She Besides, Wade
Came With A Secret That Would Only Make Life Harder For Cassie And The Children He D
Come To Adore, Which Meant Keeping His Distance Something Those Four Little
Blessings Weren T About To Let Him Do A sweet romanceAt twenty one, many women are
focused on figuring out what they want from life Cassie has found her calling in caring for
her sister s young children, selflessly setting aside any hopes or dreams she might have
had Coming out of a less than ideal childhood, her life changed when she was introduced to
Jesus Christ through her mentor.I really liked how genuine Cassie was She still had fears
and had trouble with her language when she was upset though no inappropriate words
were shared with me as a reader She struggled with her Christian walk like the rest of us
Yet her love for her nieces and nephews was amazing I was a little jealous of the great
control she was able to exert over them most of the time Though Wade wasthan a decade
older, and was, for the most part, poised and secure, he was apprehensive at the thought of
a relationship with Cassie Painful experience had him not only fearful of being hurt again he
also felt the twelve year difference between them might have Cassie viewing him as an old
man.The children an adorable handful While their hurtful past came out in sad little ways,
the story was filled with hope.Most of the conflict in the story was due to Cassie and Wade s
reticence to open their thoughts to on another I should have expected this from the
synopsis though I didn t I did feel that this made Wade seem a little immature.Four Little
Blessings is a fun story to while away an afternoon.Read my full review at Among the
ReadsI was given a copy of this book I was not required to give a favorable review nor was
any money received for this review All comments and opinions are my own. Cassie stepped
up to take care of her nephews and nieces when her sister and her husband went to
prison.Cassie wants to take care of them so that they do not need to be separated into
Foster Care She is trying to get her life in order as well and has a Mentor Her mentor
helped her find a place to stay on the beach where she can raise the children While on the
beach in the townhouse, there is a single gentlemen trying to overcome a few issues of his
own staying in the other half of the townhouse.Can Cassie and Wade work things out and
make a happy home for the children Is this in God s plan for them.I really enjoyed this book
and hated when I had to put it down to go to work A must read for anyone who wants a
great romance to read. Things happen in life that we don t expect Wade a thirty something
man in remission from cancer rents a place on the beach for some peace and quiet Little
did he expect a young woman in her early twenties with four kids Cassie has custody of her
niecescand nephews Times are hard and when the children wrap themselves around Wade
s finger Cassie is worried about her attraction to him But he comes to the rescue and they

begin to act like a family But will his previous bout of cancer and their age difference cause
a problem God places people in situations that they never thought would make them realize
what love is all about I received a complimentary copy and I am giving a review voluntarily.
A Sweet Romance This is such a sweet romance between an unlikely pair I loved Cassie
The way she was making a better life for her nieces and nephews is so very admirable I
liked how Wade thought he was too old for her The playfulness between them was fun I
also loved how Wade cared about the children, played with them, and how he helped
Cassie with themThose poor little sweeties had such a difficult life before Cassie got them I
enjoyed this story very much A fun storyThe 4 kids are awesome fun, making me wish they
were my neighbors.The story illustrates a family as they seek the right path to improvement
and a neighbor newly recovered from cancer treatments They are using their faith to bring
them to a better place A great story full of fun childish excitement. I very much enjoyed this
book about a young lady who takes on the responsibility of raising all 4 of her sister s
children when said sister goes to prison What a massive responsibility that would be She
moves into a Florida beach house and is overcome by all she has to do That isn t what she
had planned for her life but she wants to keep the kids together and she loves those
rambunctious kids with all her heart Next door is a somewhat older neighbor who has also
rented a Florida beach house to have some peace and quiet while he works as a forester
and enjoys the fact that he s recovered from cancer However, the first day there, those 4
children break the solitude he s craved and they suck him into their lives This isn t what he
had planned for the summer Soon, that little family next door is taking all his time and he
doesn t know how that happened I enjoyed the children and the relationship between their
aunt and the neighbor It was so sweet how everyone grew during the summer and how love
blossomed I would recommend it Four little blessings I always love books with kids in it
Cassie is a guardian of four little ones She definitely has her hands full The kids meet Wade
first and encouraged him to spend some time with them Wade is afraid to get involved due
things from his past But who can resist spending time with Four little Blessings and their
guardian This is a first in a series I am looking for forward readingof the series I received a
complimentary copy of the book from the author I was not required to write an positive
review This is my own opinion.
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